TOP SECRET SUEDE

P.O.P.A.
Moscow-San Francisco
1946
No. 67 (20 February)

To........

Admit to the premises of the OSB-6* CHERNOV PAVEL ALEXEYEVICH

for cipher work in the Doctor's [DOMINIC] line.

Spec. no. 67

MIRENKO*  

P.O.P.A.
Moscow-San Francisco
1946
No. 69 (21 February)

To........

Admit to the premises of the OSB-6* SAVICH NIKOLAY SERGHEEVICH

for cipher work in the line of the (7 distant?) neighbor [??AL'Y-T?
SCHED].

Spec. no. 69.

MIRENKO*  

*In effect, the code room; the exact expansion of the abbreviation is disputed.

bArrived in the U.S.A. September 1943, alleged (according to the Department of State) to have been an employee of Antony.

cNikolay Sergeyevich Mirenko.